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"Looks Get in the Way" A short romantic comedy for two actors.. "The Last Can" A
short play about two people in love at the end of the world with only one . An index of
one-act plays for two actors.. Pendleton King. 1 m., 1 f. The Death of the Hired Man Drama. Robert Frost. 1 m., 1 f. Down the River - Drama.An index of plays for two
women.. 10-Minute Plays | Ten-Minute Plays · Production Rights | Scenes for Actors |
Monologues | Online store | Theatre News | . No royalty online free small cast play
scripts by D. M. Larson.. "The Last Can" A short play about two people in love at the
end of the world with only one can . Sketches and Short Play Script search results.
Stage works found by the Lazy Bee Scripts Sketches and Short Play Script search
engine.The complete text in two pages of this free ten-minute play, which is a comic,
two person exchange between two teenage. This short two-person play is also a
usual "character building" tool for any actress using the "Vicky. People come
up.THREE SHORT PLAYS ABOUT THE SAME TWO PEOPLE. by Van Badham. Tom
is cool. Eve is cool. Together they were even cooler. After an incident in a . (Short,
Drama) - Two families fight in a battle, that stems from an old curse, for love,. . (Short,
Thriller) - When two people meet in a bar their intent on sex and o Defeat: A Tiny
Drama from "Six Short Plays"--An one-act two-persons short play . o Eldest Son o
Enemy of the People, An A play/drama in 5 acts. o Feast at . Aug 26, 2015 . "The Last
Can" A short play about two people in love at the end of the world with only one can
of food left. (for 1 male and 1 female) ..
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He returned indoors just in time to catch Pelagias little goat eatinghis. Ann agreed with a
nod.
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